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Abstract
The rapid development of autonomous systems and Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) create new
opportunities for maritime activities. Existing autonomous systems are becoming more powerful and utilise the capabilities
of several types of devices such as Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs), Unmanned Surface Vehicles (USVs) –
sometimes referred as Autonomous Surface Vehicles (ASVs) –, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), moored and drifting
systems and, recently emerging, autonomous vessels. Their importance in providing new services in maritime environments
is undeniable and the opportunity for coordinated and interconnected operations is clear. However, continuous wide
integration of various technologies in maritime environments still faces many challenges. Operations may take place
in remote locations, so that dependence on third-party infrastructures such as satellite communication or terrestrial
communication systems must be expected. The reliability, performance, availability, and cost of such systems are important
issues that need to be tackled. This work reviews the major advancements on state-of-the-art autonomous maritime vehicles
and systems, which are used in several different scenarios, from scientific research to transportation. Moreover, the
paper highlights how available technologies can be composed in order to efficiently and effectively operate in maritime
environments. Highlights of the trade-off between autonomy and communication requirements are provided and followed by
an overview of promising communication and networking technologies that could encourage the integration of autonomous
systems in maritime scenarios.
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1 Introduction

Oceans cover more than 70% of the Earth’s surface, being
closely tied with life on Earth and climate changes. In
addition to the direct impact on the Earth’s biosphere [1],
the oceans are crucial for freight transportation among
other sectors of economic value such as fishing, petroleum,
minerals and tourism [2].

Various types of manned and unmanned vehicles, as
well as infrastructures such as oil platforms, fish farms,
buoys and sensor systems, rely on various Information and
Communications Technologies (ICT) and currently conduct
operations in oceans and seas across the world. Despite
the rapid development of ICT and autonomous systems
in specific scenarios, their continuous wide integration in
maritime environments still faces many challenges.
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This work analyses current challenges and opportunities
for autonomous maritime operations and their strict depen-
dence on networking and communication technologies. In
particular, the following contributions are provided:

1. Review of state-of-the-art autonomous marine systems
and scenarios

2. Characterisation of applications for marine autonomous
systems

3. Classification of unmanned vehicles and target opera-
tions

4. Overview of existing and future communication and
networking technologies

The use of unmanned vehicles has allowed higher-levels
of precision and accuracy in many research expeditions [3,
4], as well as increased cost efficiency, when compared
against typical research expeditions. This approach is par-
ticularly relevant in challenging or hazardous environments,
and if real-time data exchange is required for conduct-
ing the research process [5]. Additionally, the cooperation
and integration of unmanned vehicles with sensors can be
used to improve the data-acquisition process and overall
performance of the mission [5–8]. In fact, heterogeneous
remote and in-situ sensing systems for maritime environ-
ments are envisioned in the near future [9–12]. For example,
new transportation routes such as the Europe to Asia link
through the Arctic will become more widely used [13] and,
as with existing routes, several threats must be addressed
such as drifting icebergs. This leads to the need of new
systems capable of supporting ships in their navigation,
complementing existing sensors and increasing robustness,
precision and accuracy [4].

The impact of ICT and robotics in oceanography, and
other maritime affairs, is reflected in the increasing demand
for higher data-rates, data integrity, real-time communica-
tions and robustness. Nonetheless, the control and monitor-
ing of these systems and the acquisition of research-data
are challenged by the quality of data communications. In
maritime scenarios, the lack of infrastructures considerably
limits the access to telecommunication technologies so the
use of satellite systems, or other long-range and low-bitrate
communication systems, is the prevalent solution.

Currently, voice and similar low data-rate communica-
tions are the existing alternatives for maritime communi-
cation systems. For example, the Global Maritime Distress
and Safety System (GMDSS) uses Digital Selective Calling
(DSC) to send pre-programmed digital messages through
standard maritime radios such as VHF. A different tech-
nique is employed by the Automatic Identification System
(AIS), which introduces information about position, speed
and heading, increasing Situational Awareness (SA) and,
though limited to this information, preventing collisions.
Regarding scientific data, very few communication options

are available. For instance, satellite links such as Inmarsat
and Iridium can allow global connectivity but have the
drawback of being costly (financially and in energy effi-
ciency), and provide only limited bandwidth. The providers
are working with new systems, such as Iridium Next, a Low
Earth Orbit (LEO) system, which should be available in
20181. Additionally, alternative solutions resorting to High
Elliptical Orbit (HEO) satellites covering Pan Arctic areas
are also being considered [14].

Long-duration scientific missions often require manned
support to retrieve scientific equipment after a given period
of time. That can particularly happen for research purposes
where a single sensor may generate megabytes of data per
minute (e.g. sonar data [15]). In some cases such retrieval
mission can be more expensive then the value of the sensor
itself. That could change if affordable, fast and energy
efficient way of communication with remote areas were
available.

This lack of appropriate and widely available data-links
restrains scientists in what can be done. For example,
adapting the data-acquisition process according to received
samples or environmental condition may be desirable,
as well as combining sensors and actuators [16], which
is mostly disregarded today. Moreover, the planning of
manned missions for deploying and collecting sensors is
extremely complex and costly, raising considerable crew-
safety concerns, in particular when missions are far from
shore.

The coordination of heterogeneous systems introduces
the possibility of creating a communication network
between vehicles. By handling these systems appropriately,
cooperation can be promoted between different data produc-
ers and consumers without compromising operations, bene-
fiting all involved actors. Nonetheless, this reality is yet to
be fully exploited, and the used technologies depend mostly
on what maritime actors acquire for their specific needs and
vehicles, disregarding an interoperable networking oppor-
tunity. In fact, off-the-shelf equipment for communication
purposes is typically employed in these scenarios [17], and
there is a need for common standards and interfaces to
interconnect such systems.

This paper reviews current trends, challenges and upcom-
ing opportunities to enable the next-generation of coor-
dinated autonomous systems for maritime environments,
considering not only the use of unmanned vehicles but
also communication technologies, standards and protocols
capable of creating heterogeneous networks of maritime
systems. An overview of state-of-the-art scenarios and oper-
ations is presented in Section 2, where various unmanned
vehicles, with distinct levels of autonomy, are coordinated
with other vehicles and infrastructures in real maritime

1https://www.iridium.com/network/iridiumnext
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operations. Section 3 presents a thorough review of marine
autonomous systems, including details about different types
of challenges and capabilities. Networking and communica-
tion technologies as enabling technologies for such systems
are presented in Section 4, where the trade-off between fully
autonomous and remotely operated missions is highlighted.
Section 5 discusses technological enablers for maritime
communication and networking. Finally, conclusions are
given in Section 6.

2 Background andMotivation

Following the success of remotely operated vehicles,
marine autonomous systems start playing an important
role in sea operations and research. There is a number
of systems available, tailored for different tasks and
operations, having various capabilities and performance.
The marine environment is harsh and demanding. Strong,
gusting winds, followed by powerful waves can easily
influence vehicles controlability, or damage their structures.
For the autonomous systems that require vessel support,
even deployment and retrieval can be a challenge.

There is a wide range of tasks where autonomous
systems can be used in order to reduce crew risk,
speed-up operations, or reduce their cost. However, such
operations need matured and reliable technologies requiring
minimum attention and maintenance from the crew, as every
intervention is costly, takes significant amount of time and
involves an increased risk.

One of the benefits of systems getting increased autonomy
is reduction in number of crew members involved in their
operation. Crew members can move their attention from
controlling every single step of the vehicles into focusing on
the high-level goals. The human role in unmanned systems
operations has evolved over time. It started with direct
control of the vehicles and is changing now into mission
management and supervision. Additionally, if sufficient
communication infrastructure is provided there is less need
for the crew to be in the vicinity of the autonomous vehicles.
The increasing level of autonomy allows to limit number
of people on a ship, in the air, or at sea, and place them in
a safe, and comfortable environment onshore. This allows
the establishment of operations in hazardous areas, or in
conditions that can be uncomfortable to the crew, e.g. long-
endurance operations where human operators’ fatigue is
a challenge. One example can be underwater intervention
works, which normally would require highly-skilled divers,
and that in the future can be executed by underwater
vehicles with human operators in a control room [18].
Moreover, it creates new possibilities for cooperation in
scientific explorations. With higher autonomy and therefore
easier to operate vehicles, units scientists can focus more

on high-level goals (i.e. scientific data collection, and its
on-line interpretation), rather then low-level technicalities
of controlling them. In addition more autonomous units
should be easier to integrated into systems of various types
of vehicles which can provide broader and more detailed
picture of investigated phenomenon. Such on-line operation
should support near real-time data acquisition and sharing,
in order to monitor the progress of operations, enabling
a quick reaction to unexpected events and more efficient
use of resources. However, outside the coastal areas there
is very limited access to a communication infrastructure
other than satellites. Furthermore, in polar regions even
satellite coverage is limited. In order to allow easier access
to information in remote areas communication channels,
protocols, and technologies should be standardised.

Current state-of-the-art operations are quite diverse. In
this paper the operations involving autonomous vehicles are
divided into three categories. The first one is heterogeneous
robotic operations. These activities involve various types
of autonomous and robotics vehicles, such as Autonomous
Underwater Vehicles (AUVs), Unmanned Surface Vehicles
(USVs) – sometimes referred as Autonomous Surface
Vehicles (ASVs), and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs).
The idea behind these operations is to exploit specific
capabilities of every vehicle to complete the high-level
mission goals. Still, mostly because of limited endurance
and range of systems, such operations are usually performed
in the vicinity of a coastal infrastructure or a support vessel,
and are limited in time.

The second group includes long term, remote activities,
usually performed by moored and quasi-static systems.
Buoys and floating platforms are typically used to measure
environmental data. These devices are designed with a
special attention to long lifetime, high reliability and
durability in expected sea conditions. Due to very limited
access to the communication and power infrastructure, the
devices face strong constraints on the amount of information
they can generate and transfer to the user.

The third type of marine activities, which are currently
emerging, are unmanned ships and autonomous shipping
operations. Unmanned ships that can navigate seas and
deliver goods and passengers to their harbour of destination
are being used and getting more attention in long-term
industrial strategies.

This section provides more details on practical examples
for each group of operations.

2.1 Heterogeneous & Robotic Operations

Heterogeneous robotic operations in maritime environment
are being demonstrated more and more often, typically
resulting from a joint effort between multiple institutions
and interdisciplinary fields of research. An example of such
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Fig. 1 Heterogeneous
operations example, Mola-mola
tracking interconnections.
Adapted from [7]

an operation was the Sunfish Tracking experiment2 in which
a UAV and AUV, as well as a USV and manned vessel, were
combined to track Mola-mola fish [7, 19]. That operation
required continuous monitoring from several sensors, from
cameras to sonars, in order to allow biologists to better
understand behaviours and the environment.

The created system took advantage of various commu-
nication technologies presented in the Fig. 1. Inter-vehicle
communication was realised using WiFi, satellite, cellular
and acoustic links. The central data-element of the system –
called a Hub – collected data from the sensors and provided
it to the users and vehicles using satellite and cellular access
to the Internet.

The Mola-mola fish are known for staying at the surface,
from time to time, in order to warm up through the sun’s
radiation. This behaviour allowed to track a few specimens,
while at the surface, by tagging them with a custom-made
device, equipped with a Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) receiver and a satellite transmitter.

Even though the used device provided information about
the fish’s position, their next resurfacing time and position
is unknown, and therefore the experiment has significant
dynamics when trying to gather all the required data. This is
one of the reasons why several types of vehicles, monitored
and coordinated from a control centre, were used during
the operation. High- and low-level control over the vehicles
and the entire system was conducted using the LSTS
Toolchain [20]. The unmanned vehicles were used to gather
a wide set of data about the environment where Mola-mola
fish live.

UAVs, AUVs, and USVs are characterised by very
different capabilities when considering the spatial domain,
time of operation and deployment, and sensors. In the
Mola-mola tracking and monitoring experiment, whenever
a tagged fish re-surfaced and the tag’s GNSS acquired

2http://sunfish.lsts.pt/en

satellite signal, its position was sent to an Internet server via
the satellite link. This allowed the researchers, in the control
centre, to trigger appropriate actions. For example, the
USV, constantly operating in the region, was commanded
to navigate to the position of a fish at the surface, while
registering required water parameters. Finally, if the fish’s
position was within the range of the available UAV, another
team of researchers was prepared to launch the aeroplane to
track and capture video footage of the surfacing animal.

The UAV used in the experiment was based on a
Skywalker X8 platform, equipped with a High-Definition
(HD) camera and capable of a flight time of 60 minutes.
This unit has a range of 8 to 10 km, with a cruise speed of
18 m/s.

The AUV used in the experiment was a Light AUV
(LAUV), capable of operating under the water for up
to 8 hours, reaching a speed of 3 kn, and a depth of
100 meters. It was also equipped with a Conductivity
Temperature and Depth (CTD) sensor, a fluorometer and an
HD camera. Side-scan sonars and multibeam echo sounders
could also be mounted if required by the researchers for
other measurements.

The USV was a WaveGlider, which is a boat powered by
waves and capable of moving with speeds between 0.5 and
1.6 kn, depending on the sea conditions. It was equipped
with an Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP), a
CTD and a weather station. Passive propulsion and solar
energy harvesting technology allows this vehicle to perform
very extensive missions in time (years), limited only by
maintenance needs.

2.2 Moored and Quasi-Static Operations

There is a significant number of moored or drifting
nodes deployed all over the world. The Global Ocean
Network statistics list 125518 moored systems active
between 2002 and 2016 [21]. Moored and quasi-static
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systems can be seen as unmanned nodes capable of carrying
several different sensors, enabling them with a physical
infrastructure, processing and communication capabilities.
They are characterised by their sensors and lifetime
expectation, which commonly spans over at least one
year. This requires wise and efficient energy management,
such as task planning and communication scheduling. The
communication technologies may rely on satellite links, but
may also require additional interactions to collect the vast
amount of data generated by different nodes.

The lifetime and durability are two of the key aspects
of moored and quasi-static systems. Such systems are used
for long term deployments where continuous observation is
important. The way sensors collect data is unique to every
device family. Limited power and communication resources
reduce the amount of data retrieved, and deployment
endurance may be favoured over the sampling duration
and frequency. Many devices are equipped with energy
harvesting modules, which can use solar, wave or wind
energy to support their power systems. However, in certain
locations these technologies may fail, e.g. in rough seas or
during Arctic night. In addition, energy converters increase
the size, cost and complexity of the devices.

Floating nodes are often a support for underwater sensor
collecting measurements such as salinity, temperature,
density, and light level. Moreover, information about
drifting nodes position is used to model sea currents [22].
Each device is made with a specific lifetime in mind.
Similarly, the sampling frequency and duration is selected
by the scientists who are familiar with processes they
observe.

Several examples of moored and quasi-statics operations
that vary in terms of scale, scope and method can be
provided. An Argo3 array is part of the Global Climate
Observing System/Global Ocean Observing System –
GCOS / GOOS. The ARGO observation systems consist of
approx. 3800 free-drifting nodes that measure temperature
and salinity of the upper 2000 m of the ice-free ocean.
Motion of the nodes is tracked providing information
about the current. Data are collected using satellite
communication. Two satellite systems are being used,
Systéme Argos and Iridium. In case of Systéme Argos the
node need to spend between 6 and 12 hours at the surface
to transfer its data and to measure its position. Maximum
positioning accuracy is approx. 100 meters, and depends on
satellites number and geometry. When the Iridium system is
used, position is acquired from Global Positioning System
(GPS). In 2015, 65% of floats were deployed with Iridium
and 35% with Argos [22].

Another example are arrays of acoustic receivers which
are used to track tagged fish in the area of interest. In this

3http://www.argo.ucsd.edu/

case the nodes usually consist of passive acoustic receivers,
that records acoustic tag transmissions. Because the
receivers cannot transmit the information further, data need
to be collected manually [23]. Due to a significant number
of nodes, the retrieval operation consumes considerable time
and resources. In addition, the data collection campaign
may need to be repeated up to 4 times a year and require
professional team, e.g. scuba divers. The amount of data
collected during the entire process depends on fish activity
and fish tag transmission settings. For example, each
receiver can collect up to 1 500 000 entries, which is roughly
a dozen MBs. Total amount of data collected depends on
the number of receivers, however not necessarily linearly, as
fish activity is not uniformly distributed.

In some cases the data from array may be collected by
unmanned vehicles. During one campaign of a WaveGlider,
a passively powered USV, was used to collect data from
184 underwater tracking systems, distributed over 205 km
of distance [24].

In another scenario, a technology demonstration was
built, where underwater receivers were supported by a
surface unit [25]. The surface part was equipped with
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) nodes, which allowed
to download the data from the underwater sensors. The
mesh-type WSN network used an 868 MHz Industrial,
Scientific and Medical (ISM) communication link. A small
commercial off-the-shelf multi-rotor was used as a relay
node to demonstrate data relay mechanism. Tests resulted
in a few KB/s transmission speed, which was considered
sufficient for the scenario.

Another type of moored operation is being conducted
by the ArcticABC project,4 which involves extensive data
collection from several different and complex sensors,
including Underwater Hyperspectral Imager (UHI) units,
HD cameras and Acoustic Zooplankton Fish Profiler
(AZFP) units [26].

The system can be deployed in locations where no
suitable satellite coverage, or other typical communication
systems, are available and where physical access is very
limited. In order to circumvent these limitations and
high-bitrate requirements, UAVs are being considered for
data collection, in which the moored nodes will gather
information about the Arctic environment [27].

In the ArcticABC project, a group of biology researchers
and engineers is building a set of ice-surface nodes in
order to record environmental observations. 6 types of
Icetethered Platform cluster for Optical, Physical and
Ecological sensors (ICE-POPEs) are being developed:

1. Ice parameters monitor (P-1)
2. Underwater light measuring node (P-2)
3. Acoustic Zooplankton Fish Profiler node (P-3)

4http://www.mare-incognitum.no/index.php/arcticabc
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4. Underwater Hyperspectral Imager node (P-4, Fig. 2)
5. Weather station (P-5)
6. Archival unit (P-6)

ICE-POPEs P-1, P-2 and P-5 generate few KB of data per
day, where measurements and control data will be transmit-
ted entirely via a satellite link. P-3 and P-4 carry instruments
that generate a significant amount of data. Specifically, P-3
is expected to generate tens of MB of data per day, while P-
4 is expected to generate 1 GB of data per day. P-6 is going
to provide a backup storage for P-3 and P-4 and, depend-
ing on the number and type of deployed ICE-POPEs, P-6 is
expected to collect dozens of GB of data per week.

There are 3 ways of accessing data on P-3, P-4, and P-
6 units. The primary communication channel is an Iridium
Short Burst Data (SBD) Service modem. The SBD message
arrives at a microcontroller and informs it about a schedule
of power cycles for every component of the unit: the
main Single Board Personal Computer (SBPC), a high-
speed radio, an Iridium dial-up modem, and the sensors
power. At a predefined time, the microcontroller sends back
a message that contains house keeping information, e.g.
battery level, status of the device and its components. When
the microcontroller powers-up all the components, the main
SBPC of each unit can be accessed using the Iridium dial-up

Fig. 2 Moored operations example, an ArcticABC Underwater
Hyperspectral Imager node P-4 (Copyright Bjarne Stenberg/NTNU)

modem. Via the dial-up channel a configuration change can
be applied, and some parts of recorded data retrieved from
any location on the world. The main data retrieval channel is
a high-rate radio operating in the ISM band. Depending on
the region, a 900 MHz or 2.4 GHz technology is considered.
Because the high-speed radio has a limited range of a few
kilometres, the user or a data-mule need to be present in the
vicinity of the node in order to collect the data stored on-
board the unit. The initial idea is that data will be gathered
from a vessel that accommodates researchers near the area
of deployment. The second option is the use of long-range
UAVs that flies to the area of deployment and retrieve the
data. The third possibility is physical retrieval of the P-6.

The ice-layer behaviour may cause units P-3 and P-4 to
not be retrievable. For that reason, during the deployment
the units P-3, P-4 and P-6 should regularly synchronise data
stored in their internal memory using the high-speed radio
link. The P-6 design will make it less complex to detach
from ice, so it can be collected by a manned expedition that
arrives on an ice-breaker or by an aerial vehicle.5

2.3 Unmanned Ships and Autonomous Shipping

The concept of unmanned ships offers potential advantages
in regard to vessel design and construction as well as
reduction in operating costs such as fuel, labour, and
environmental footprint relative to traditional manned
ships. Recently there has been significant interest in
developing such systems. Applications include short sea
cargo shipping [29], longer distance freight [30], and
ferries [31]. At the present state of development, it is
still considered a requirement that a human operator needs
to be responsible and in command of the unmanned
ship. That typically leads to the critical requirement of
a communication link between the ship and an onshore
operator centre, where piracy are primary concerns in
addition to safe manoeuvring, situation awareness and fault
tolerance [32, 33].

Autonomous operation of a surface vehicle requires
that guidance, navigation and control are performed with
high reliability, fault-tolerance, and safety. It includes real-
time perception of the ship’s surroundings in order to
avoid grounding and collision with other ships, vessels,
people, marine mammals or other obstacles that may
be encountered. In order to be able to detect the wide
range of potential obstacles and provide automatic collision
avoidance and situation awareness, on-board sensors such as
radar, Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR), and camera
can be used to scan the environment of the ship [35–38].

5For the time being such scenario has limited feasibility but that may
change in the future [28]
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An E-navigation global strategy is intended to meet
present and future user needs through harmonisation of
marine navigation systems and supporting shore services.
Future user needs must also focus on autonomous opera-
tions, as well as how the manned vessels are interacting with
unmanned vessels, and the role of the traffic centres operat-
ing unmanned vessels. Regulations and standardisation are
also issues of concern. The International Maritime Organ-
isation (IMO) defines E-navigation as “the harmonised
collection, integration, exchange, presentation and analysis
of marine information on board and ashore by electronic
means to enhance berth to berth navigation and related ser-
vices for safety and security at sea and protection of the
marine environment.” In November 2014 the E-navigation
Strategy Implementation Plan (SIP) was approved, where
one of the scopes concerned effective and robust communi-
cation methods for maritime operations.

Rules for ship collision avoidance are given by the Con-
vention on the International Regulations for Preventing Col-
lisions at Sea (COLREGS), by the IMO [39]. Whilst COL-
REGS were made for ships operated by a crew, their key
elements are also applicable for automatic collision avoid-
ance systems, either as decision support systems for the
crew or in autonomously or remotely operated unmanned
ships. In an autonomous system implementation, COL-
REGS implicitly impose requirements on the information
that must be provided by sensor systems, and the correct
actions that should occur in hazardous situations. Ships (and
autonomous ships in particular) are expected to carry an
Automatic Identification System (AIS) broadcasting radio
signals containing position, velocity, and other informa-
tion about the ship, that can be received by other ships
and authorities. COLREGS also demand communication by

light and sound signals, which one might expect will be
extended by means of radio broadcast protocols in the future
to support autonomous and unmanned ship operations.

A manned vessel today have from 400 to several
thousand sensors that in one way or another are reporting
data or are used in an operation. The number of sensors
will not decrease when the vessel will be autonomous, and
we also see the need of reporting some of the data to
a shore-based control centre such that the vessels status
is under control. Rolls Royce have announced that they
are about to start developing a remote control centre for
fleet management, also with regards to unmanned vessel
operation [40]. Remote control and autonomy are priorities.
This results in a high requirement to the communication
infrastructure, as well as to security and integrity of the data
to be exchanged between vessel and a shore based centre.

Since 2015 Rolls-Royce has led a joint industry-
academia research project called Advanced Autonomous
Waterborne Applications Initiative (AAWA) [41], present-
ing a concept of a fleet of unmanned ships, controlled by
a limited crew from an on-shore control centre. This con-
cept includes the vision of a futuristic bridge, equipped with
state-of-the-art automation technologies, believed to be part
of modern ships by the year 2025 [42]. Currently, series
of tests are planned using a 65 meters double-ended ferry,
the Stella, in Finland (Fig. 3). These tests will answer the
question how to combine existing communication technolo-
gies, and the use of unmanned vehicles, in a way that enables
autonomous ship control. Similar initiatives of autonomous
ships were also presented by MUNIN – Maritime
Unmanned Navigation through Intelligence in Networks –
where vessels are primarily guided by an automated on-
board decision system and controlled from the shore [43].

Fig. 3 Autonomous shipping
example the Stella ferry [34]
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3 Applications of Marine Autonomous
Systems

Autonomous systems in the marine domain range from
moored buoys, drifters, AUVs, USVs, UAVs and conven-
tional manned vehicles, as well as more persistent infras-
tructure such as satellites in space, seabed transponders,
and coastal and onshore communication assets. An illustra-
tion is provided in Fig. 4. Many systems utilise several of
these assets, for activities ranging from military operations,
oceanographic research, to offshore marine operations with
industrial and shipping companies. Common to all vehi-
cle types is that they can be operated manually (remote
control), automatically according to pre-programmed paths
or trajectories, or autonomously by on-board planning and
re-planning.

This section provides a general perspective on autonomous
vehicles and types of operations that are present in the
literature.

3.1 Missions and Objectives

Maritime mapping, monitoring, surveillance and observa-
tions have diverse objectives that largely influence the area
under study. For instance, observing a fish farm may require
the monitoring of no more than a few kilometres. However,
obtaining migration data of large animals that travel large
distances, such as whales, requires a global-scale observa-
tion. Bearing such diversity in mind, this work considers
four scales of operation.

Small scale:
Operations concerning the coordination of self-contained
system for remote-sensing within a few kilometres;

Medium scale:
Sensing missions that can cover up to tens of kilometres;

Large scale:
Initiatives that may include the cooperation of different
teams and infrastructures, accounting for hundreds of
kilometres;

Global scale:
Operations without fixed boundaries, typically involving
several actors.

The perception of scale in a mission may result from the
perspective of a single-user, or a research-team, in which
interoperability is foreseen between vehicles belonging to
that action. Nonetheless, the use of standard protocols and
interfaces can allow a researcher to embark on a global mis-
sion even with a limited number of vehicles. For example,
by solely deploying drifting nodes, a researcher may remotely
access its sensors’ data through several other vehicles oper-
ating around the world that are able to forward it.

In many cases operations need to be planned long
time ahead, because of vessel availability, environmental
phenomenon cycles (e.g. yearly storms) or budget. Robotic
operations can involve a variety of vehicles with different
performance and capabilities. Mission goals are tailored
to fit capabilities of these vehicles. Although the main
objectives are well defined, the mission plan usually need to
adapt to circumstances on site.

Fig. 4 Example of the types of typical nodes (mobile and fixed) that may be present in communication network supporting autonomous marine
systems and operations
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The global cooperation between multiple vehicles
and infrastructures may result from agreements between
different parties (e.g. multiple research teams), similarly to
the creation of the Internet. This global perspective can be
enabled by use of standard protocols and interfaces, with
some added cost for forwarding nodes. For some vehicles
this cost may be too high and therefore they will not act as
forwarding nodes, but for others it might be negligible. For
example, existing infrastructures and large vessels typically
have enough resources so that they can act as data mules to
piggy-back research data (i.e. relay or forward data).

Planning and execution of operations that involve
different types of unmanned vehicles are possible thanks
to a compatible communication and control architecture.
One of the key components of such architecture is a C2
(Command and Control) software [20], or its variations,
which provides Situation Awareness to the user, together
with tools to control the vehicles tasks. Often, autonomous
vehicles execute itineraries defined by the human operator.
However, when assets works under a common C2 system
a new mission planning mechanism can be applied and
mission-plan definition can be automated [7]. In many
cases, validating that a mission plan was successful is
possible only after post-processing of collected data. Higher
level of autonomy on-board the vehicles, enables them
to adapt their trajectories and tasks to maximise mission
outcome on-line.

Using unmanned vessels for transportation of goods
around the world introduces a new paradigm of safer and
more economically viable transportation. These unmanned
ships have a significantly increased autonomy when
compared to smaller unmanned vehicles, but still require
environmental scanning in order to avoid obstacles and
debris, among other threats. In addition to using ship-
mounted sensors, this environmental scanning may be
possible by resorting, for instance to UAVs, that can perform
scouting surveys in front of the bigger ships, using a
multitude of different sensors, [44]. The use of compact,
vertical take-off, unmanned aerial vehicles for surveillance
of the ships structures is in fact one of the presented features
in the Rolls-Royce vision [31].

The use of unmanned vehicles may serve as monitoring
equipment that needs to be operated from the larger
ships’ infrastructure. For this reason, Vertical Take-off
and Landing (VTOL) UAVs may be favourable, allowing
for a smoother operation. These UAVs may be equipped
with several imaging sensors or simply collect or relay
information from moored systems, as presented before, that
may still not be available. Other smaller scale vehicles,
such as AUVs, can be used to perform complementary
environmental sensing such as underwater hull checks, or
even detection of underwater obstacles before the larger
scale ships are even close to them [45]. This improves

not only the autonomous navigation of the ships but it
also reduces maintenance costs and security threats, which
cannot be provided by other systems such as current satellite
monitoring solutions [46].

Moored or quasi-static systems with similar characteris-
tics typically collect amounts of data suitable to be trans-
mitted over the satellite network for an extensive period of
time [22, 26, 47]. In some cases, due to the complexity of the
instruments that may generate vast amount of data in a short
period of time, or due to design limitations, satellite commu-
nication cannot be applied [26]. In that case data needs to be
manually collected, often a few times a year [23]. Such oper-
ations require significant crew involvement, often including
costly vessel time and scuba-divers. Manually picking up
nodes/data does not scale well, as there are many harsh sce-
narios where environmental hazards do not encourage or
permit human presence. To make things worse, in several
situations there is no near-real-time access to the nodes’ data
and status, and therefore researchers have no insight into
the situation and cannot react to changes or failures. Bear-
ing this in mind, near-real-time access to data would allow
researchers not only to access relevant environmental infor-
mation faster, but also to reduce the operational costs and
the risk of losing data [48]. These interactions can result
from the use of additional unmanned vehicles such as UAVs,
USVs or AUVs.

3.2 Autonomous and Remotely Operated Vehicles

As previously seen in Section 2, the coordinated use of
multiple heterogeneous unmanned vehicles for remote-
sensing can be beneficial for several reasons. Not only
can different vehicles be used to acquire data in different
mediums (e.g. underwater, surface and aerial), but they
can also improve the overall communication performance.
The area of operation, however, must also be taken into
consideration when selecting remote unmanned vehicles
that may enhance data acquisition.

The Table 1 presents examples of autonomous vehicles
utilisation in various scales of operations found in the
literature.

3.2.1 Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs)

AUVs have found wide-spread use for science, mapping,
industrial inspection and defence/security applications, e.g.
[58, 59]. They typically have payload sensors for surveil-
lance, remote sensing (side scan sonar, camera systems)
and measurement of physical and chemical properties of the
ocean. While submerged, both communication and inertial
navigation aiding are primarily restricted to hydro-acoustic
systems, which have limitations related to bandwidth,
cost and power consumption. Although not ideal from an
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Table 1 Autonomous vehicles used at different operations scale present in the literature for Maritime Environments

UAV AUV USV Stationary

Smaller Larger LAUV AUV Gliders Renew. Boats Vessels Moored Drifting

(< 25 kg) (>25 kg) Energy buoys buoys

Small-scale (0–10 km) [16, 25] [7, 19] [49] [50, 51] [25] [52, 53]

Medium-scale (10–100 km) [54] [8] [55] [19, 56] [8] [19]

Large-scale (100–1000 km) [24, 56] [26] [19]

Global-scale (>1000 km) [43, 57] [26, 47]

operational point of view, AUVs may be commanded to the
surface in order to enable radio/satellite-based communica-
tion and navigation, which is still challenging since antennas
may still be partly submerged due to ocean waves. Due to
limited endurance (few hours to few days [60]) and limita-
tions in communication under the water [61], tasks of AUVs
are usually pre-programmed and data analysed after vehi-
cle recovery. However, progress in autonomy mechanisms
enables some vehicles to adjust its behaviour on-line during
mission execution, in order to maximise user-defined out-
come [62]. AUVs have also been utilised as data mules in
similar scenarios, exploiting the use of short-range optical
links for increased data transfers, as opposed to the typically
used acoustic links [63].

A special case of an AUV is a Glider [60]. Gliders are
long-endurance underwater vehicles, which can be equipped
with a mechanical propulsion system, however main
moving force is generated by relocation of centre-of-balance
and buoyancy causing water to wash wings and therefore
generate force that causes the vehicle to move forward [55].
These vehicles, designed for long range and long endurance
operations, collect water column information during their
dive. They transmit the collected data using a satellite
communication link when they reach the surface afterwards.
At the surface a modification or a new mission itinerary can
be applied using the same satellite link.

3.2.2 Unmanned Surface Vehicles

USVs range from small platforms [64], to full-size
ships [57]. USVs, similarly to all categories of unmanned
vehicles, are used in multiple roles with various objectives.
Small USVs have been widely researched for scientific
missions (physical and biological oceanography), mapping
and industrial survey [50, 56, 65]. There are vehicles
dedicated to ice-berg monitoring [66], approaching dan-
gerous waters glaciers [51], and environmentally-friendly
operations on lakes [49]. Long-endurance, but low-speed,
vehicles are commonly used for persistent surveys and envi-
ronmental monitoring of selected area or traversing large
distances [67]. Short-endurance, but fast, vehicles could be

used for fast-response actions or patrolling [68, 69]. Spe-
cialised vessels are also used for high-risk military opera-
tions such as submarine hunting [57] and mine hunting [70].
USVs can also be used as carriers or support of other types
of unmanned vehicles (e.g. UAVs [71–74], AUVs [75]) or
act as communication relays between over-the-air/satellite
communication and underwater vehicles/structures [8], or
as data-mules [24].

3.2.3 Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles are commonly used in a wide
range of tasks related to monitoring and surveys using
various type of remote and in-situ sensing devices, such
as optical cameras (RGB or hyper-spectral in the infrared
or visible spectrum), laser scanners, radar and atmospheric
sensors [54, 76]. From a communications perspective they
can operate as a mobile elevated antenna, creating a relay
between nodes on the water surface and an operations
centre [16, 25], or act as data-mules [77].6 UAVs can
also be utilised for carrying loads [78]. Some UAVs
can be deployed and operated from small ships, while
larger systems depend on onshore infrastructures for launch
and recovery. UAVs are complementary to surface and
underwater vehicles since they operate in the air at some
altitude, and can thus observe and communicate from a
different position and speed.

4 Autonomy and Communication Trade-Off

Taxonomies for the levels of autonomy in different types
of systems have been presented in the literature by several
authors [79–82]. For example, Autonomy Levels (AL) for
Unmanned Marine Systems have been presented in [80].
These are:

– AL 0 Manual – No autonomous function. All action and
decision-making performed manually, where humans

6The presented work is not related to the maritime environments,
however it presents approach that could be used in one
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controls all actions (n.b. systems may have level of
autonomy, with a Human in the loop).

– AL 1 On-board Decision Support – All actions taken by
human operators, but decision support tools can present
options or otherwise influence the actions chosen. Data
is provided by systems on board.

– AL 2 On & Off-board Decision Support – All actions
taken by human operators, but decision support tools
can present options or otherwise influence the actions
chosen. Data may be provided by systems on or off-
board.

– AL 3 ‘Active’ Human in the loop – Decisions and
actions are performed with human supervision. Data
may be provided by systems on or off-board.

– AL 4 Human on the loop, Operator/ Supervisory –
Decisions and actions are performed autonomously
with human supervision. High impact decisions are
implemented in a way to give human operators the
opportunity to intercede and override.

– AL 5 Fully autonomous – Rarely supervised operation
where decisions are entirely made and actioned by the
system.

– AL 6 Fully autonomous – Unsupervised operation
where decisions are entirely made and actioned by the
system during the mission.

A similar classification for the aerial vehicles can be
found in [81]:

– 0 - Human operated - All activity within the system is
the direct result of human-initiated control inputs. The
system has no autonomous control of its environment,
although it may have information-only responses to
sensed data.

– 1 - Human assisted - The system can perform activity in
parallel with human input, acting to augment the ability
of the human to perform the desired activity, but has
no ability to act without accompanying human input.
An example is automobile automatic transmission and
anti-skid brakes.

– 2 - Human delegated - The system can perform
limited control activity on a delegated basis. This level
encompasses automatic flight controls, engine controls,
and other low-level automation that must be activated
or deactivated by a human input and act in mutual
exclusion with human operation.

– 3 - Human supervised - The system can perform a
wide variety of activities given top-level permissions or
direction by a human. The system provides sufficient
insight into its internal operations and behaviours that
it can be understood by its human supervisor and
appropriately redirected. The system does not have the
capability to self-initiate behaviours that are not within
the scope of its current directed tasks.

– 4 - Mixed initiative - Both the human and the system
can initiate behaviours based on sensed data. The
system can coordinate its behaviour with the human’s
behaviours both explicitly and implicitly. The human
can understand the behaviours of the system in the same
way that he understands his own behaviours. A variety
of means are provided to regulate the authority of the
system with respect to human operators.

– 5 - Fully autonomous -The system requires no human
intervention to perform any of its designed activities
across all planned ranges of environmental conditions.

The level of autonomy in a system is strongly correlated
with the communication capabilities required by such
system, as illustrated in Fig. 5. In general, high levels of
autonomy means low communication requirements, while
low levels of autonomy and automation will require more
communication. In the extreme case of remote operation,
the demands for capacity, latency and connectivity are
very high. The lower left corner in the figure indicates an
unfeasible situation, while the upper right corner is an ideal
situation which enables higher performance and enhanced
functionality beyond the minimum requirements.

Despite current advancements on autonomous operation,
the control of large-scale unmanned ships, for example,
depends on many factors such as the existing amount of
surrounding environmental information. This may influence
the levels of autonomy that can be achieved, and therefore
the respective communication requirements. Depending
on chosen or possible control mode, a manual remote-
controlled operation may require up to 4 Mbits/sec for live
video, although significantly less bandwidth will typically
be required in semi-autonomous or fully autonomous
modes [32].

In addition to data needs related to the control of vehicles,
other requirements and objectives must be considered when
discussing communication performance. A taxonomy of
typical data contents exchanged in a network of autonomous
vehicles is as follows:

Command and control (telemetry)
Data includes commands in the form of goals, mis-
sion plans, parameters, low-level control commands from
remote operator, payload commands, safety and emer-
gency commands. Feedback data includes sensor mea-
surements and alarm messages.

Monitoring
This may be the status of vehicle and payload systems,
including communication systems. It may also include
environmental data relevant to the control of vehicles.

Payload data (mission)
Several scenarios may include data collection as part of
the mission. This can include a wide range of data, with
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Fig. 5 Levels of autonomy
from [81], and how they relate
to the requirements for
communication

different requirements, from raw to processed data (e.g.
compressed, aggregated or analysed data).

Network Management
Data exchanged to maintain a network of connected
unmanned vehicles may also incur additional overheads
that should not be disregarded. This may include the
establishment of communication links or even relaying of
data between vehicles.

An inherent characteristic of unmanned vehicles, closely
related to communication requirements and performance,
is mobility. It introduces possibly large distances between
the nodes and the presence of different technologies for
underwater and aerial communications. This implies that, in
a heterogeneous network, existing assets that can operate at
the ocean surface might have both hydro-acoustic and radio
communication capabilities, including a bridge between the
two technologies. However, unmanned systems can be small
due to limitations in Size, Weight and Power (SWaP), which
induces further limitations on communication. These can
include the availability of continuous power or antenna
sizes. Moreover, the communication between distant nodes
at, or close to, the surface, is usually challenging due to a
low antenna elevation, curvature of the Earth, and effects
from ocean waves and surface reflections on the radio
waves.

Controlled mobility of network nodes opens then possi-
bility for communication- and networking-aware control of
the position and attitude of the nodes. This can be exploited
to optimise the communication performance jointly with
other existing objectives and constraints. Nonetheless, some
nodes are passive, being either fixed or drifting, and require
the cooperation of other, more capable vehicles. In this
sense, and in selected applications, the primary purpose of a
UAV or USV could be relaying data over a communication
network, where the vehicle can be positioned to optimise

communication performance between devices [8, 16, 83].
Such an approach can be employed by resorting to mod-
els capable of predicting communication performance (e.g.
path loss or attenuation) and defining the optimal position of
autonomous aerial and surface vehicles [84, 85], for exam-
ple in the acquisition of data from WSN nodes that are either
moored or freely floating [86]. The modus operandi should
take into account the vehicles’ endurance and speed in order
to be able to approach the sensing sites. After reaching the
destination, the unmanned vehicle stays in the area in order
to either retrieve or forward the available data. As men-
tioned in previous sections, energy efficiency in moored and
quasi-static systems is of paramount importance. As such,
the departure of unmanned vehicle from supporting ves-
sels or other infrastructures such as docking stations, and its
arrival to the site should take into account the scheduling of
radio activation from the buoys side. By doing so, the avail-
able communication window between unmanned nodes is
optimised and more data can be gathered.

4.1 Challenges and Opportunities

A wide range of communication technologies are available
and can be considered for the unmanned and autonomous
systems previously described. In fact, different High
Frequency (HF) or Very High Frequency (VHF) radio
technologies have been extensively used in the past for
maritime communications. However, these are typically
considered for manned communication systems (e.g. voice
and Digital Selective Calling, DSC), not being suitable for
new challenges and requirements introduced by the use of
heterogeneous autonomous unmanned vehicles. Currently,
existing challenges include not only the management,
control and physical resources of the vehicles, but also the
gathering and forwarding of large amounts of data generated
by payload sensors. On the other hand, a unique opportunity
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for a coordinated control and operation of networks of
underwater, aerial and surface vehicles is arising. This
enables their complementary characteristics (operating
space, speed, sensors, endurance, communication link, etc.)
and extends the limits of operational flexibility and sensing
capabilities [7, 69, 87]. Moreover, with the support of ad-
hoc network structures vehicles are allowed to come and go,
and contribute to relaying or transport of data. Examples
of such opportunities include data collection in moored
and quasi-static systems, which can produce an extensive
amount of information every day, but that are typically
limited by low-power and low-range communication. In
this case, USVs or UAVs can be used for extending
communication links and improve the overall lifetime of the
system, see Fig. 6.

In many unmanned applications (e.g. surveillance),
communication requirements must be traded against the
mobility requirements of the vehicle that are needed for
positioning itself for the surveillance task. For example,
in a search and rescue, or inspection task, there are way-
points or areas that the vehicle must survey. If this implies
that communication link capacity is reduced or lost due
to range or altitude, the impact of increased payload data
latency and reduced payload data quality must be assessed.
Using mechanisms such as delay-tolerant networking,
the payload data can be physically transported by the
vehicle into positions where communication performance
is sufficient [88]. Using path loss simulation software
and optimisation techniques, the overall mission can be
optimised given constraints on latencies and other mission
parameters [89]. When optimising the mobility of network

nodes, the communication network topology may also be
autonomously and dynamically reconfigured, given the
requirements of the different nodes at the time.

Another way of optimising the use of payload communi-
cation capacity versus other resources on-board vehicles, is
by mission-oriented and autonomous on-board processing
and analysis of the payload data. After basic pre-processing,
the use of data compression is an obvious alternative if
the end user requires relatively raw data for visualisation
or processing in an operations centre [90]. Further reduc-
tion in communication requirements can be achieved by a
higher level of autonomy where the on-board processing
system analyses the data for detection, tracking, classifica-
tion and recognition of objects of interest [91]. In complex
network architectures, an in-network allocation of compu-
tational resources can be used in order to optimise system
performance.

Navigation and communication systems often utilise sim-
ilar technologies and can be combined. While primary
navigation aids such as GNSS and hydro-acoustic position-
ing are often designed for navigation only, it is common that
communication systems are used as secondary systems for
navigation or aiding. Examples of this might be range (and
possibly bearing and Doppler speed) measurements from
radio receivers and communication of satellite fixes from
surface assets to underwater assets.

In scientific missions, such as oceanography, the
observation system might be be supported by oceanographic
models that estimates and predicts the spatial and temporal
evolution of the phenomena of interest. These can be linked
to physical boundary conditions such as winds, waves and

Fig. 6 Communication and Networking
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ocean currents. Usually, such models are computationally
very complex, and may not be feasible to execute on-board
small autonomous vehicles. Nevertheless, the information
provided by such models may be of high value for the
autonomous vehicle in order to optimise and plan its mission
by taking into account the observations made by itself
and other vehicles and sensors involved in the mission.
In particular, such information would enable adaptive
sampling behaviours that can greatly increase the efficiency
of vehicle resource utilisation compared to, e.g. lawnmower
patterns for search and mapping [92, 93].

Regarding communication systems, the standout dif-
ference between larger-scale and smaller-scale unmanned
vehicles is that the former can afford high-throughput radio
links. Communications power consumption can be negligi-
ble when compared with the overall running costs. Further-
more, the size of the vehicles may allow the use high-gain
and directionally steerable antennas, and several different
communication technologies. However, this is not the case
for all autonomous unmanned vehicles. Next, this section
discusses the appropriateness of different communication
links, taking into account different vehicles and the medium
where they may operate (i.e. air, space and underwater).

4.2 Over the Air Communications

For aerial and surface vehicles the most convenient way of
exchanging information is by using electromagnetic waves.
The single link communication performance depends on
several parameters: the transmit power, link attenuation,
transmit and receive antennas, available bandwidth, and
the propagation environment. In addition, a communication
system includes several links, that share a common medium,
and must be coordinated in time, frequency and/or space.

Regarding used frequencies, many of the currently
available technologies, especially those used for research,
are based on license-free ISM frequency bands, slightly
varying between countries. Some of the most commonly
used frequencies for data transfer in unmanned vehicles are
sub-GHz ISM (433 MHz, 868 MHz and 900 MHz) and GHz
ISM (2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz) [94]. In these spectra operate
for example IEEE 802.11 or IEEE 802.15.4, as well as a
great number of proprietary solutions.

The selection of appropriate communication technolo-
gies involves several trade-offs. These are often useful to
consider in terms of a single link data-rate, and the induced
interference experience by other links due to the trans-
mission. With respect to the Shannon-Hartley theorem, the
available bit rate of a single link is for all practical purposes
equal to the product of channel’s bandwidth and the loga-
rithm of the received Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) [95]. The
induced interference depends on the transmit power and the
attenuation towards the interfered receivers.

Considering the single link performance, the available
bandwidth and allowed transmit power depend on the
regulations, but the received power depends on the link
attenuation and antennas utilised. The link attenuation
increases with distance, and carrier frequency. As antennas
are the remaining design consideration affecting the link
attenuation, they are of primary interest to improve link
performance and extend link coverage. Antenna directivity
can improve link performance significantly, but is limited by
the physical antenna size. Larger vehicles can be installed
with a larger antenna or array, and can achieve better
data-rates.

Link attenuation is, more precisely, the frequency
response of the propagation environment, at the utilised
communication frequencies. With a little simplification, we
may derive intuition by considering if there exist major
obstacles in or near the line of sight between the transmitter
and receiver, blocking the propagation, and if there are
objects that induce scattering of the radio waves, illuminated
by the transmitting or receiving antennas, and that are
near enough that the total propagation distance via them
is not too large for the frequency. Then, respectively, we
may experience shadowing or fading effects of the received
signals, making the received signal strength depend on
the exact positions of the transmitter and receiver. With
mobility, they would then experience random-like signal
strength fluctuation.

For higher frequencies, regulations allow much higher
channel bandwidths and, therefore, higher data-rate, but the
link attenuation is higher. Thus, it is more efficient to use
the large bandwidth at high frequencies to short distance
links, where it can be used to trade-off with received
power. The created interference is also reduced due to the
high attenuation. Similarly, the smaller attenuation at low
frequencies helps to create links over longer distances, but
will also create interference over larger distances. When
several transmit-receive pairs are within (communication
or interfering) range of each other, they need to share
the channel either by time or frequency division.7 Time
division can be applied over short-distances if the nodes can
be synchronised, but otherwise, for instance in the long-
distance narrowband communications, frequency division
should be applied.

When possible, and the additional effort of obtaining
a licensed band is acceptable, licensed transceivers with
higher power allowances, wider bandwidths and the
possibility to control interference, are preferred.

Depending on the implementation, transceivers may
offer Point-to-Point, or Point-to-Multipoint connections,

7In the future, spatial processing based sharing may be possible, but
this is still beyond current state of the art in all but a few special
scenarios.
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supporting various number of clients, ad-hoc and mesh
connectivity, or static configurations.

Several maritime scenarios often consider the use of
WSN technologies in situations where low-power, low-
bitrate and short distance (few hundred meters) commu-
nication is necessary. For example, in moored scenarios
surface nodes have limited power, which favours WSN
technologies over satellite communication, and low antenna
elevation, being typically placed in an array of a few hun-
dred meters from each other. However, since these nodes
may collect various types of data, from simple water param-
eters to high resolution images, higher data-rate radios
may be desirable, as well as longer ranges for larger sce-
narios. In order to improve both the data-rate and range,
unmanned vehicles can be used. For instance, by using
UAVs as elevated relay-node antennas, the performance of
technologies such as IEEE 802.15.4 or other low-power
radios [52, 53] can be improved, reducing the impact from
waves or swaying when compared against surface to sur-
face communications. The literature often also proposes the
use of 802.16 networks, as a solution suitable for maritime
environments [96–99]. For long-range, high-capacity, low-
latency maritime radio communication networks, the use of
commercially available phased-array antenna systems oper-
ating in a 5 GHz licensed band has been demonstrated as
well [54, 83].

4.3 Satellite Radio Communications

If we consider satellite communications a special case
of radio, it is characterised by long distance between
transmitter and receiver, large coverage per transmission,
and high latency.

The coverage makes satellites the primary choice to
support large scale operations with connectivity, within the
limitations of the latency. An operation relying on satellites
must have a sufficiently high autonomy level to operate
regardless of communication delays. The latency also puts a
severe limitation on coordination of multiple transmissions,
any systems where multiple nodes try to transmit small
amounts of data are operating very inefficiently.

Regarding the communication on larger vessels, satellite
Broadband Internet links (using Very-Small-Aperture Ter-
minals, VSAT) and Cellular Network modems were used to
exchange data between them. This allowed these vehicles to
act as gateways to other devices, using their IEEE 802.11
links whenever available.

4.4 Underwater Communications

For communication between AUVs, and partially USVs,
electromagnetic waves can be used in underwater environ-
ments. However, this is not a favourable method for data

exchange in water-based environments since severe signal
attenuation limits both range and data-throughput. For this
reason, researchers and industries use more suitable tech-
nologies based on optical [63] and acoustic signals [100].
Underwater optical wireless communications can reach
high bitrates, in the order of Gb/s, while having low-
power requirements, but are limited to short transmission
ranges [101]. Even though AUVs and other vehicles may
approach optical modems closely enough, the performance
of these systems is influenced by temperature fluctuation,
turbid water where suspended particles generate strong back
scattering and severe absorption at optical frequency band.

Acoustics used for underwater communications is supe-
rior to electromagnetic and optical waves for larger dis-
tances [102], being able to transmit hundreds of bits for
very long ranges (e.g. 1000 km) [101]. However, acoustic
waves for underwater communication are also influenced by
oceanographic conditions, water surface and bottom bound-
aries, time variation and relative movement between the
vehicles and surface waves that lead to undesirable effects
such as time delay and Doppler spread. Underwater Acous-
tic (UWA) channels characterised as doubly-selective (time
and frequency selective) channels are extremely challenging
and the channel is also limited in bandwidth. The carrier fre-
quency for UWA is much lower than RF communication and
normally provides maximum data-rate of tens of kb/s [103].
In order to overcome the challenges a variety of techniques
have been proposed in underwater acoustic communication
community [104] such as incoherent and coherent modu-
lation, channel equalisation, Time Reversal Mirrors (TRM)
and Passive-Phase Conjugation (PPC). Applying TRM and
PPC intends to reduce the order of adaptive Decision Feed-
back Equaliser (DFE) [105] since those two techniques can
help reduce delay spread of channel. However, PPC requires
channel estimation which could consume high computa-
tional resources. Moreover TRM relies on a relatively
stable channel state during two-way transmission, which
can be difficult to satisfy due to long propagation delays.
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) sys-
tems can perform simple equalisation in frequency domain
and eliminate the need for complex time-domain equalis-
ers. However, the performance by OFDM degrades with
larger Doppler spread due to fast movement of the vehicles.
Therefore, the channel needs to be estimated and inter-
carrier-interference equaliser needs to be applied. Within
the extremely band-limited and frequency selective under-
water channels, Coherent Multiple-Input, Multiple-Output
OFDM (MIMO-OFDM) is considered as the most appropri-
ate method for efficient and high data-rate communications.

In order to achieve a reliable and efficient communica-
tion, underwater sensor networks would be a good choice
where sensor nodes collect information/data and then send
it to a sink or command centre. CAPTURE was proposed
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in [106] provides an end-to-end communication architec-
ture for an acoustic network of underwater vehicles, while
a summary of the most recent advances of network design
principles with emphasis on deployment, localisation, topol-
ogy design and position-based routing for 3D ocean sensor
network are provided in [107].

4.5 Fitting Communication Links and Networking

Upon the selection of the appropriate vehicles for each
type of mission, preferred communication channels and
networking technologies can also be chosen according to the
scale of each vehicle and available resources. That can also
be influenced by the desired data-transfer bitrate. Table 2
gives examples of available communication channels
present in the literature for Maritime Environments.

Vehicles may have different tasks and available resources
in a scientific sensing mission. In addition, they may
also have different roles regarding communication and
networking. Taking this into consideration, three main
classes of communication links are envisaged, as depicted
by Fig. 7. These classes are:

Backbone links
The first class considers GHz frequencies to support
“backbone links”, which are best suited for powerful
nodes capable of covering large distances. These links are
resource-demanding and may require specialised equip-
ment (e.g. antennas and communication infrastructure in
space and onshore), but guarantee high bitrates at large
distances beyond hundreds of kilometres;

Gateway links
An intermediate class that uses GHz ISM frequencies for
providing “gateway links” between different vehicles at
reasonable distances (i.e. hundreds of metres), enabling
them with high bitrates (i.e. hundreds of Mb/s) and
without compromising energy efficiency. In this same
class, but from an underwater perspective, optical links
can also be considered as gateways, providing high-
bitrate (i.e. up to Gb/s) links, though at shorter distances;

Local links
The third class of communication links is envisaged
for resource-constrained nodes, where communication
follows a WSN or Internet of Things (IoT) fashion,
establishing lower-bitrate connections with other nodes.
For this purpose, sub-GHz and sub-GHz ISM frequencies
can be used to enable energy efficient links while
covering large distances, up to tens of kilometres.
Regarding underwater communications, acoustic links
have similar characteristics, providing lower data-rates
than optical communication but longer ranges.

Although satellite communication is frequently used in a
role of a backbone link, it does not meet available bitrate
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Fig. 7 Classes of communication links

requirements typical to backbone communication. For that
reason satellite links are not considered in the above
description, and on Fig. 7.

Focusing on vehicles’ characteristics and diversity, UAVs
may resort to different types of communication and fit into
different classes. The main consideration is the size of the
UAV and the desired coverage, which also influences the
type of mission being planned.

For AUVs, underwater acoustic communications are
suggested as a viable way of transmitting a small amount
of data with a considerable range, suitable for Personal
Area Network (PAN) links. Nonetheless, using GHz ISM
links (i.e. Gateway links) provide the most efficient way of
transmitting data when AUV resurface. Underwater optical
communications can also be used to transmit data at higher
bitrates, as Gateway links, but this requires shorter ranges,
which are not suitable for Gliders, and their usage has not
been fully exploited yet.

The deployment of arrays of moored buoys across large
distances conveys them a characteristic that stands out
from other nodes. Not only are they expected to operate
over several years, but their isolation may also limit their
interaction with other vehicles. This motivates the use of
long-range links for establishing WSN/IoT connections (i.e.
buoy to buoy), which are designed to not compromise
resource-constrained devices’ lifetime, but that the available
bitrate to the order of kb/s. The preferred option for
establishing Gateway links (i.e. high bitrate) is similar to
AUVs, which should rely on GHz ISM communications
above water and on optical modems when underwater, using
other vehicles as relay nodes.

Large surface vessels have more resources and, similarly
to large UAVs, are able to use more energy-demanding
solutions such as GHz radios to achieve extended coverage
and high bitrates. On the other hand, USVs based on energy
harvesting are expected to operate for large periods of time
and cover large distances, which renders GHz solutions,
together with satellite-based communications, undesirable

for relaying payload data. A more energy efficient solution
is to exploit GHz ISM-based communication possibilities,
exploiting Gateway links between planned or opportunistic
visits of larger vehicles or UAVs, leaving expensive links for
emergency situations only.

4.6 Networks and Protocols

Computer networks are present around the world, being
composed of various protocols and communication tech-
nologies, creating an infrastructure that defines the Internet
as we know it today. The ubiquitous presence of Internet-
capable devices has, in the past few years, introduced
the concept of the IoT, which aggregates any networking-
capable device under the assumption of common network-
ing protocols, such as the Internet Protocol (IP).

Due to their importance, maritime environments should
also be considered as part of the IoT, embracing a
multitude of different unmanned vehicles and sensors, as
well as of different communication technologies. In this
context, the custom Inter-Module Communication (IMC)
protocol as been proposed for interconnecting different
systems [20]. This architecture allows the forwarding
of messages between vehicles and provides access to
the Internet through, e.g. a Hub [7]. Even though the
IMC is not a standardised protocol, it is open-source
and therefore can be used by anybody. All the acquired
information can be seamlessly forwarded through devices
using the LSTS Toolchain and directly visualised on
their Neptus C4I (Command, Control, Communications,
Computation and Intelligence) software, also open-source.
The system’s configuration is highly dependant on this
toolchain, which requires a pre-configuration of the entire
system. On the other hand, this system allows the
use of heterogeneous technologies, such as satellite and
acoustic links. Moreover, the architecture is decentralised,
which provides robustness in autonomous systems where
communication link availability may be intermittent.
Another example of a software environment that enables the
cooperation of autonomous vehicles is the Mission Oriented
Operating Suite Interval Programming (MOOS-IvP) [117].

Aligned with the goals of aggregating different devices
under a “common Internet”, the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF),8 responsible for standardising the Internet
as we know it, hosted different Working Groups (WG)
focused on handling this issue. Notable examples of such
activities are IPv6 [118] and the IPv6 over Networks of
Resource-constrained Nodes (6lo) WG,9 which are ideal for
interconnecting heterogeneous networks such as the ones
found in maritime scenarios.

8http://ietf.org
9https://datatracker.ietf.org/wg/6lo/
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The various research activities towards standardising the
Internet of Things have allowed to establish a common
architecture for different devices, with different capabilities,
where IPv6 is seen as a convergence layer between several
types of networks (e.g. Ethernet, IEEE 802.11, Bluetooth
or 3G/4G/5G, among others). Other WGs complete this
common architecture by focusing on routing aspects, such
as the Routing Over Low power and Lossy networks
(ROLL),10 and in the definition of resource-oriented
frameworks such as the Constrained RESTful Environments
(CORE).11

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have been used in
the past not only inland but also in different maritime
environments [110, 111, 119, 120], and developments
on WSNs have increased significantly as a subset of
IoT [115]. In fact, several IoT communication technologies
for Personal Area Networks (PANs) have been derived from
WSNs, such as the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [121].

Due to the heterogeneity of applications and nodes
in maritime environments, WSNs represent only a small
group of networking possibilities to be considered. Their
network architectures include the concept of sink nodes,
or border routers, similarly to mesh networks, which
typically act as gateways or as a backbone to the Internet.
Alternatively, Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) have
a more distributed network architecture where routing
protocols do not necessarily require nodes with particular
roles [122]. MANETs have already been proposed for
maritime environments [109, 123], but the characteristics,
constraints and challenges of such environments require
additional considerations such as Disruptive or Delay
Tolerant Networking (DTN) and different routing protocols
[113, 114, 116].

Table 3 presents networking options used in the literature,
regarding common communication technologies, and which
may be applied to various types of autonomous vehicles.

When considering autonomous system challenges and
off-the-shelf equipment, specific solutions for creating a
network of heterogeneous vehicles in maritime environ-
ments have been developed in the past [20, 108]. As an
example, a solution that provides interoperability between
different communication technologies and motivates the
employment of features, such as DTN, is presented in [108].
Even though this solution relies on custom protocols, it
opens the possibility of creating a standardised link to the
future Internet, where IPv6 and 6LoWPAN can be used to
interconnect devices with different capabilities and solve
issues such as automatic address attribution [124].

The high number of available maritime nodes already
deployed around the world should also promote cooperation

10https://tools.ietf.org/wg/roll
11https://datatracker.ietf.org/wg/core/
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between them, creating a network for different manned or
unmanned operations. However, this is still not a reality,
partly due to not applying standardised protocols. From the
mission planning point-of-view, the automatic configuration
of network-capable nodes is a desirable feature, where
address auto-configuration features from IPv6, as well as
low-overhead routing protocols, could be exploited. This
would enable visiting vehicles, or new nodes, to seamlessly
integrate existing networks which could increase vehicles
and nodes capabilities and improve the coverage. In addition
to allowing the deployment of new nodes in a “plug and
net” fashion, such an automatic configuration of the network
would also be important to adapt the network topology
(i.e. routing paths), as the network topology will likely
change with time – Line-of-Sight (LOS) can be obstructed
by vessels, or sea state – maintaining a dynamic mesh or
hierarchical network.

Similarly to the Internet infrastructure and architecture,
powerful and resourceful nodes such as ships could have an
important role as possible coordinator points, or as aggre-
gation units. For example, large-scale vehicles could act
as routers or gateways, capable of providing a backbone

link between other systems, or even directly to the Internet.
A fully networked system of unmanned vehicles using stan-
dardised protocols and operations would allow control cen-
tres to navigate vehicles, and users to analyse environmental
data across the world, connected to the Internet.

The use of IPv6 in maritime networks will allow
interoperability with the Internet of Things, connecting
them with others, such as satellite networks [112], and
will provide a large number of mature and standardised
features that build on IP (e.g. security and reliability).
Desirable features include not only the routing and multi-
hop routing between different nodes and technologies, but
also the possibility to handle distinct data flows, with
specific requirements (e.g. control data vs. payload data),
in different ways [125]. For instance, traffic engineering
in maritime environments allows mapping data-flows to
different technologies and routes, taking available network
resources, cost and data characteristics (e.g. priority) into
account.

Regarding future network management and control,
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) can be seen as
a means for simplification and evolvability of existing

Table 4 Summary of Technologies suggested for Maritime Environments

UAV AUV USV Stationary

Smaller Larger LAUV AUV Gliders Renew. Boats Vessels Moored Drifting

(< 25 kg) (>25 kg) Energy buoys buoys

Small-scale (0-10 km) � � � � � �
Medium-scale (10-100 km) � � � � � � �
Large-scale (100-1000 km) � � � � � �
Global-scale (>1000 km) � � � � � �
Available Communication Channels

Licensed Sub-GHz �1

Sub-GHz ISM �1

Licensed GHz � �
GHz ISM � � � � � � � � �
Cellular �2,3 �2 �2 �2 �2

Satellite �3 �3 �1 �1 �1 �3 �1 �1 �1

Acoustic �1 �1 �1 �1 �1

Optical � � � �

Networking Options

IPv6 � � � � � � � � � �
6LoWPAN �1 �1 �1 �1 �1

DTN/SDN � � � � � � � � � �

1Resource-constrained solutions that have limited bitrates and require specific protocols (e.g. IoT/WSN protocols), but that should still be
considered to complement the unavailability of better “gateway links” (e.g. GHz-ISM or Optical)
2Only if operated in an areas of sufficient network coverage
3Only as a backup-link
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networking solutions [126]. The SDN approach enables a
separation of the control plane from the data plane into
a central controller, which also opens new possibilities
for demanding scenarios such as maritime environments
and WSNs [127]. In fact, by optimising the number of
signalling messages from fully distributed protocols, as
well as by migrating computationally complex algorithms
to the control plane, improvements on scalability and
energy savings may be achieved. Moreover, the SDN
paradigm allows a fine-grained control of data-flows,
enabling sophisticated traffic management options such as
prioritisation or multiple backup paths.

5 Trends for Maritime Communication
and Networking of Autonomous Vehicles

Table 4 summarises the available options regarding the
use of unmanned vehicles for different remote-sensing
operations, taking into account the scale or range of the area
to be surveyed. The characteristics of each vehicle influence
not only their use in specific conditions, but also the type
of communication technologies that can be accommodated.
For example, underwater radio communication is deemed
as not likely to be used in any of the defined scales of
operation.

The chosen communication technologies represent the
primary data-links per vehicle, as previously discussed,
exploiting interoperability and interactions between differ-
ent devices for conserving available resources and relaying
data between more-powerful vehicles. In particular, signifi-
cant resource-constraints that result from vehicles’ specifics
(e.g. available energy, typical lifetime) are illustrated by the
networking and communication options with a superscript
marker. These correspond to resource-constrained solutions
that have limited bitrates and require specific protocols (e.g.
IoT/WSN protocols), but that should still be considered
to complement the unavailability of better “gateway links”
(e.g. GHz-ISM or Optical).

The conceptualised interconnection mechanisms
between the vehicles are supported by IPv6, where its
compressed version (6LoWPAN) is used for resource-
constrained links. Cyber-security, hijacking, piracy and
related issues are of considerable concern in unmanned
vehicles operations. The IP-based approach allows the use
of virtually any existing networking solution, enabling
features such as security, which have been disregarded by
previous works. The use of networking functionalities such
as delay-tolerant and software-defined networking are also
seen as desirable across all types of vehicles, but further
work needs to be conducted in this direction.

6 Conclusions

The importance of autonomous marine systems is undeni-
able and the opportunity for coordinated and interconnected
operations is clear.

Operations may take place in remote locations with long
distance to the operations centre, so that dependence on
third-party infrastructures such as satellite communication
or terrestrial communication systems must be expected.
The cost, reliability, performance and availability of such
systems are important issues.

Moreover, there is a wide variety of data with differ-
ent communication requirements with respect to data-rates,
latency and importance. These are for instance, Command
and control data (telemetry), sensor data for situation aware-
ness, payload sensor data, collision avoidance transponder
broadcasts and status information. Therefore, communica-
tion requirements strongly depend on the system autonomy
level and user needs.

This work reviews the major advancements on mar-
itime technology applied in several different scenarios, from
transportation to scientific research. Moreover, it highlights
how available technologies can be composed in order to effi-
ciently and effectively operate in maritime environments.

Existing and prototype unmanned vehicles, sensors and
communication technologies are characterised, describing
their requirements and capabilities. Additionally, the trade-
off between fully autonomous operations versus remotely
operated vehicles is highlighted, taking into account the
availability and performance of different communication
options. The discussed opportunities are aligned with cur-
rent trends in networking and communication technologies.
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